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HPLC Troubleshooting

⚫ What should you be looking for?
⚫ Error messages/Alarms
⚫ Irregular results

⚫ What is causing the problem?

⚫ How to fix the problem? ……….……….……….
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HPLC: What could possibly go wrong?
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Disconnect detector and remove column from system

Remove air from pump lines
Manually prime lines followed by purge 

Remove air from other lines
Pump mobile phase through the system to get rid of all air bubbles

Reconnect front side of column
Flow mobile phase through column until you see it coming out the back 

end

Reconnect detector

Flow mobile phase until you achieve a stable baseline

My Bag Ran Out of Mobile Phase



⚫ Mobile phase bag: connections 
prone to bacterial growth
⚫ Hazy or black colored

⚫ Degasser Unit: can become plugged 
if growth gets into degassing 
chamber

⚫ Visually inspect lines for growth

Mobile Phase/Degassing Unit



Shifting Retention Time

“Good” “Shifted”



Increasing RT: faulty pump

Purge pump to remove air bubbles

Attempt to clean check valves 

Consumables likely need to be replaced 

Check for leaks and perform PM

My Retention Time is Shifting Later



⚫ Peak has shifted outside RT 
range

8

⚫ Open “good” data file and add 
pressure trace

⚫ Fluctuating pressure of ~30 
psi, most likely due to air 
bubble in pump

Monitor Pump Pressure



Likely culprit: Check Valves

Air is caught in check valves and/or check valves are 

sticking
Remove pump head with check valves attached and sonicate in 

isopropanol for 15 minutes

If still having issues, replace check valves

My Pressure is Fluctuating >150 psi



My Pressure is Fluctuating >150 psi



Decreasing pressure: leak

Attempt to locate leak visually

Leak from bottom of pump head: bad pump seal

Leak from tip of needle: broken sample loop

Leak from injection port: bad needle seal and /or faulty teaching

Tighten (but not over-tighten) all fittings

When was the last time consumables were replaced? 

My Pressure is Decreasing



Likely culprit: Pumps, Autosampler, Oven, Detector

Refer to controller or software for location of leak

Leak sensors on the pumps, autosampler and detectors 

are electrical sensors therefore liquid has to come in 

contact with sensor to produce error

Leak sensor in oven is vapor sniffer. Presence of vapor in 

air produces error

If no leak can be found and error is still being produced, 

increase leak sensor threshold

Leak sensors can be triggered due to change in seasons 

or weather

I am Getting a Leak Error



Increasing pressure: clog

Replace the column with a union; does pressure return to ~0?→ build-

up on column

Generally a 15% increase in pressure over time indicates build-up 

on the column

Clean per manufacturer’s instructions

If pressure is still high after column is removed, test fittings one-by-one 

(starting from detector outlet) in order to locate clog

My Pressure is Increasing



⚫ Damaged needle

⚫ Clog in the injection port

⚫ Peaks that are shorter and 
broader, and have a shoulder 
typically means there is a 
restriction somewhere between 
the sample needle and column

Pressure Increased but Stable
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Std 5

Poor Injection Reproducibility
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DP4+ DP3
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Glycerol Acetic acid Ethanol

Calibration Curve Pattern



Make sure your rinse phase is degassed.

Prime and purge measuring pump to remove any air bubbles. 

My Peak Area is Changing



⚫ Measuring pump draws up sample to 
make an injection

⚫ If measuring pump isn’t purged 
properly, it can’t draw up sample 
volumes accurately

Low Pressure Valve/Measuring Pump



Good

Bad

Peaks Blending Together



Likely culprit: Column

Replace guard cartridge 

If chromatography continues to degrade, replace column

If you find that you have to continually replace columns 

every month, check your water source

My Peaks are Blending Together



Sample and reference side of cell

Lamp

Refractive Index Detector (RID)



Detector Not Purged Thoroughly



Likely culprit: Controller, PC, Network

Have any changes been made recently to the PC?

This includes anything from a software update to replacing the 

power supply

Are there any error messages?

Check all electrical connections and make sure system is 

properly configured in software

Check IP address of PC and of HPLC

Are they compatible? If not, make necessary adjustments so 

they can talk

My LC Keeps Dropping Communication with My Software



Dust
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Can block sensors and cause errors



Thank You!


